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The French philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy is ... regard to the audience as a political category of art. Now retired, but then still Professor at the University of Strasbourg, Jean-Luc Nancy had already ...
Jean-Luc Nancy
As the national debate about racism has proliferated in the year since the murder of George Floyd at the hands of a Minneapolis police officer, “critical race theory” has emerged as a kind of totem of ...
Newsmakers One-on-One: A Conversation on Critical Race Theory — What It Is and What It Isn’t
Political change is inconceivable without populism. Populism is not simply a way of talking about politics that pits the people against the elite. It is a political logic that organises, mobilises ...
To achieve real political change, populism is necessary
He is the brother of the artist Christian Boltanski and of the linguist Jean-Élie Boltanski. He studied social sciences at the University of Paris, La Sorbonne, and completed hisThèse... All ...
The Spirit of Luc Boltanski: Essays on the ‘Pragmatic Sociology of Critique’
Although he cites the “American Theses”—the popular name of the famous perspectives document adopted by the SWP at its 1946 convention—as a major step in the political disintegration of ...
Cannon’s “American Theses”
Yet whatever one’s judgment about the clarity or fruitfulness of Professor Jameson’s work—to say nothing of his influence or his political ideas—it is ... of course, the writings of Marx himself—the ...
Fredric Jameson’s laments
I’ve been legally blind since birth. Ever since I can remember, Helen Keller has been etched in my brain. Like many disabled people, I’ve lived under the shadow of Helen Keller. With the exception of ...
Helen Keller and Me – Why it was “her doomed love life that really made me identify”
They are designed to bring out some of the basic beliefs of those who take a general "progressivist" stance on education, and who oppose the "traditionalist" position. We will look at some ...
Welcome to Educ 823-5
I began with a reference to Jean-Luc Nancy, his idea of the flight of the Gods ... Joydeep and I read, admired and learned from him. His writings on nineteenth-century institutions like Victorian ...
Against Occidentalism
They featured original scholarship in his specialty, intellectual history, and they assumed a basic understanding ... French economist Jean-Baptiste Say, whose writings in the early 19th century ...
Hallmark of Economist Thomas Sowell’s Scholarship: Questioning Orthodox Thinking
Human Rights Watch initiated the formation of these groups to enable concerned members of Congress to write letters and urgentcables to governments that violate the basic rights of human rights ...
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HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH AND CONGRESSIONAL CASEWORK
Marcel's writings ... the day, Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980). The two were philosophical rivals, Hernandez said, because Sartre was an atheist and a leftist and Marcel was a Christian theist. Moreover, ...
The Reality of Hope
Daniel Compère and Jean ... the basic technique of Vonnegut’s public addresses to that of his polemical writing and both of these–eventually–to his novels. Vonnegut once remarked that "the only way a ...
Science Fiction Studies
Translations of Say’s writings are ours unless otherwise noted. Finally, Ahiakpor seems to struggle with basic concepts and definitions ... Say believed in practical political economy, he was very ...
Rejoinder 2
Islam and Political Legitimacy ... New York: New York Review of Books, 2004. Elshtain, Jean Bethke. Just War Against Terror: The Burden of American Power in a Violent World. New York: Basic Books, ...
Islam and Politics:
As this marvelous book by Jean Becker reveals ... and Jeb, picked up the political mantle and ran for governor of their respective home states of Texas and Florida. On election eve, the elder ...
'The Man I Knew: The Amazing Story Of George H. W. Bush’s Post-Presidency'
Jean Folger has 15+ years of experience as a ... Marcus Reeves is a writer, publisher, and journalist whose business and pop culture writings have appeared in several prominent publications ...
What Drives the Price of Gold?
Baudrillard, Jean. Pour une critique de l’économie politique du signe. 1972. Trans. by Charles Levin as For a Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign ... Dick: Selected Literary and ...

Offers a translation of the author's most important political writings.

Individualist and communitarian. Anarchist and totalitarian. Classicist and romanticist. Progressive and reactionary. Since the eighteenth century, Jean-Jacques Rousseau has been said to be all of these things. Few philosophers
have been the subject of as much or as intense debate, yet almost everyone agrees that Rousseau is among the most important and influential thinkers in the history of political philosophy. This new edition of his major political
writings, published in the year of the three-hundredth anniversary of his birth, renews attention to the perennial importance of Rousseau’s work. The book brings together superb new translations by renowned Rousseau scholar
John T. Scott of three of Rousseau’s works: the Discourse on the Sciences and Arts, the Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of Inequality Among Men, and On the Social Contract. The two Discourses show Rousseau
developing his well-known conception of the natural goodness of man and the problems posed by life in society. With the Social Contract, Rousseau became the first major thinker to argue that democracy is the only legitimate
form of political organization. Scott’s extensive introduction enhances our understanding of these foundational writings, providing background information, social and historical context, and guidance for interpreting the works.
Throughout, translation and editorial notes clarify ideas and terms that might not be immediately familiar to most readers. The three works collected in The Major Political Writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau represent an
important contribution to eighteenth-century political theory that has exerted an extensive influence on generations of thinkers, beginning with the leaders of the French Revolution and continuing to the present day. The new
translations on offer here will be welcomed by a wide readership of both Rousseau scholars and readers with a general interest in political thought.
'Man was born free, and everywhere he is in chains.' These are the famous opening words of a treatise that has stirred vigorous debate ever since its first publication in 1762. Rejecting the view that anyone has a natural right to
wield authority over others, Rousseau argues instead for a pact, or 'social contract', that should exist between all the citizens of a state and that should be the source of sovereign power. From this fundamental premise, he goes on
to consider issues of liberty and law, freedom and justice, arriving at a view of society that has seemed to some a blueprint for totalitarianism, to others a declaration of democratic principles. Translated by Quintin Hoare With a
new introduction by Christopher Bertram

A comprehensive 1997 anthology of Rousseau's work containing The Social Contract, his most famous single work.
The work of Jean-Jacques Rousseau is presented in two volumes, which together form the most comprehensive anthology of Rousseau's political writings in English. Volume I contains the earlier writings such as the First and
Second Discourses. The American and French Revolutions were profoundly affected by Rousseau's writing, thus illustrating the scope of his influence. Volume II contains the later writings such as the Social Contract. The Social
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Contract was publicly condemned on publication causing Rousseau to flee. In exile he wrote both autobiographical and political works. These volumes contain comprehensive introductions, chronologies, and guides to further
reading, and will enable students to fully understand the writings of one of the world's greatest thinkers.
Here are The Prince and the most important Discourses, newly translated into spare, vivid English by one of the most gifted historians of his generation. Why a new translation? "Machiavelli was never the dull, worthy, pedantic
author who appears in the pages of other translations", says David Wootton in his Introduction. "In the pages that follow I have done my best to let him speak in his own voice." (And indeed, Wootton's Machiavelli literally does
so when the occasion demands: Renderings of that most problematic of words, virtù, are in each instance followed by the Italian). Notes, a map, and an altogether remarkable Introduction, no less authoritative for being grippingly
readable, help make this edition an ideal first encounter with Machiavelli for any student of history and political theory.
Rousseau first exposes in Discourse on the Origin of Inequality his conception of a human state of nature, presented as a philosophical fiction and of human perfectibility, an early idea of progress. He then explains the way,
according to him, people may have established civil society, which leads him to present private property as the original source and basis of all inequality. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778) was a Genevan philosopher, writer,
and composer of the 18th century, mainly active in France. His political philosophy influenced the Enlightenment across Europe, as well as aspects of the French Revolution and the overall development of modern political and
educational thought.
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